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INTERIM PREDICTION METHOD FOR EXTERNALLY

BLOWN FLAP NOISE

by Robert G. Dorsch, Bruce J. Clark, and Meyer Reshotko

Lewis Research Center

I . SUMMARY
An interim procedure for predicting externally blown flap noise

spectra anywhere below a powered Uft aircraft is preser ted. Both

l engine-under-the-wing and engine-over-the-wing EBF systems areinc'.uded. This prediction procedure is developed in support of the

t NASA Aircraft Prediction The method dataNoise Program. uses

_ _ correlations for the overall sound pressure level based on nozzle

exit area and exhaust velocity along with OASPL directivity curves

_ and standard normalized one-third-octave spectra.
Aircraft motion effects take into account both the relative motion

of the dipole source with respect to the observer and the relative ve-

i locity effects on source strength.

i The procedure is developed for angles from the engine inlet for

! which the intense low-frequency dipole noise field dominates. Until

a separate analysis is available for the quadrupole-dominated region

of the noise field, this region is treated as if it were dipJle noise.

The areas of weakness in the prediction method are discussed

and recommendations _or needeJ research and development activity

in the flap noise area are made.
Q

INTRODUCTION

_/_" Short-haul and STOL aircraft employing powered lift systems

generate flap interaction noise, which is an additional noise source

that must be included in any noise prediction program. This report

will provide a method of predicting the flap interaction noise for
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powered lift systems using externally blown flaps (EBF). Both engine-

under-the-wing (UTW) and engine-over-the-wing (OTW) EBF systems
will be included.

The prediction method is p_'esented in response to the need for pre-

dicting externally blown flap noise as a component of total aircraft noise

for the NASA Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP). This Pro-

gram is located at Langley Research Center and is being developed

jointly by various NASA Centex_ _ith help from industry representatives.

In the Program, the various contributors to and modifiers of aircraft

noise are summed at various ground locations in _Lrder to predict a noise

footprint for single- or multiple-event aircraft flights. The need for the

ANOPP requires that this prediction method be based on the present

state-of-the-art. Refined techniques and additional data when available

will permit up-dating this prediction method.

The externally blown flap (EBF) is recognized as _,ne of the simpler

ways to achieve powered lift (e.g., refs. 1 to 3). Unfortunately, a con-

siderable amount of noise is produced by the interaction of the engine ex-

haust with the surfaces of the flap system (refs. 4 and 5). In fact, with

UTW EBF systems the flap interaction noise is the dominant aircraft

noise source when highly-noise-suppressedturbofanenginesare em-

ployed(ref.5).

Stimulatedinpartby the Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine

(QCSZE) demonstrationengineprogram and what was theQuiet Experi-

mental Short Take-Off and Landing (QUESTOL) dpmonstrationaircraft
program, extensiveinhouseand contractualresearch and development

activitywas initiatedinthe area ofpowered-liftacousticsduringthe

past fiveyears by theNationalAeronauticsand Space Administration.

The research objectiveswere to measure, define,and predictthe flap

I)oisefieldfor a varietyof EBF conflguratior.sand toprovide insight

intoflapnoise source mechanisms (refs.5 .o19). These effortswere
' j.
_' accompanied by specialtestsand programs aimed at suppressingflap

noise (refs.20 to26).

Initiallymost ofthe research and development effortwas directed

towards the UTW system because such an aircraftcould more readily
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_ be evolved from current conventional commercial (CTOL) aircraft.

i, However as the magnitude of the flap noise problem became more

clearly understood, there was increased emphasis on determining
the acoustic characteristics of OTW EBF systems (refs. 14 and 27
to 36). The OTW system takes advantage of the high frequency

acoustic shielding provided by the wing and flap system and there-
.

_ fore offers promise of reducing the flap noise perceived below an

[ aircraft.
t

The development of prediction methods for UTW and OTW flap

noi.se (e.g., refs. 18, 37, 38) has been hampered by a lack of clear

understanding and quantitative evaluations of the noise sou_-ce mech-
anisms (refs. 14 to 20 and 39 to 50). Among the many flap noise

_ source mechanisms thought to contribute to the UTW noise field are:

! (1) flap leading edge noise caused by incident turbulence in the ex-

i haust jet; (2) scrubbing noise generated by turbulence produced in
the jet-mixing region and convected along the surfaces of the wing

and flaps; (3) noise from separated flow on the flaps; (4) trailing-

! edge noise caused by turbulenteddies and/or shed vortices as they
i pass the trailing edge of the flap; and (5) jet-mixing noise originat-

ing in the distorted and deflected exhaust jet. To complicate matters,

different sources may dominate at different angles from the engine

inlet and at different velocities (refs. 16 and 19).

i With the OTW configuration the noise sources (ref. 14) appear _
_: to be similar to the UTW sources with several important differences. _

First, there is no flap leading edge noise source, as the flap slots

are normally covered. In some cases, exhaust flow deflectors may

be used to facilitate flow attachment to the wing-flap system (e. g.,

ref. 30). The presence of a flow deflector introduces rn additional

broaaoand source of noise (similar to UTW flap noise) above the

wing. Finally, as mentioned previously, shielding of the high fre-

quency components of the jet mixing and surface ".nteraction noise

by the wing-flap system tends to give a favorable effect below the
aircraft.

In view of the current state of the theoretical and analytical work

t
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inthisarea,thephilosophyused in.e predictionprocech.,'eofthis

reportwillbe toassume thatfortheUTW systemthevarioussur-

facenoisesources(mechanisms(1)through(4))canbe lumpedto-

getherand treatedas a dipolefieldradiatingfrom thetrailingflap.

The OTW systemwillbe treatedina similarmanner.

The predictionprocedurewhichwillbe developedapplies

(strictlyspeaking)toanglesfrom theengineinletforwhichthein-

tenselow-frequencydipolefielddominates.Inthisregiontheflap

noisevariesas the6thpower ofthejetvelocity.For anglesclose

to.thetrailingflapdirection(atwhichthejet-mixingnoiseofthe

deflectedexhaustjetmakes an importantcontributiontothenoise),

a separatepredictionanalysisisneededsincethissource(mech-

anism (5))generallyhasan 8thpower dependenceon velocity.How-

ever,forthisinterimmethod,noiseattheseangleswillbe treated

as thoughthedipolenoisewas dominant. Thissimplification,of

course,causesthepredictionproceduretobecome increasinglyin-

accurateattheseanglesas thenozzleexhaustvelocityisincreased.

For thisreason,inthepredictionprocedurethemaximum effective

exhaustvelocity(definedlater)willbe limitedto274 m/s (900ft/sec).

The predictionproceduremakes use ofthegeometricrelation-

shipsshown infigure1torelatetheobservationpointand theflap

noisesourceon theaircraR. The aircraRisconsideredtheorigin,

and observationpointisatdistanceR, polarangle 0, and azimuthal

angle cp ina planeperpendiculartotheengineaxis. The flapnoise b

fieldisdescribedinterms ofangle 0F, whichistheprojectionof
angle _)ontotheflyoverplane,and angle cp.

The approachused forboththeUTW and OTW static(stationary

aircraR)flapnoisepredictionswillbe tocalculatetheoverallsound

pressurelevel(OASPL) atany point(definedby R, 0,and (p in

fig.1)from datacorrelationsand OASPL directivitycurves. The

•_.z one-thirdoctavesoundpressurelevelspectrawillth_:,be determined

forthegivenanglefrom standardflapnoisespectranormalizedwith

respecttoOASPL. A singlespectralshapebasedon dataforthe

angleyieldingtheflyovermaximum ineachcasewillbe used torep-
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l resent all spectra in the flyover plane (_ = 0 in fig. 1). A single spectral, shape will also be defined for the wing-tip sideline position, _p= 90°,

i 0 - 90° . For azimuthal angles between _ = 0 and _ = 90° the spectralshape will be determined by interpolation procedures.
Aircraftmotioneffectson thestaticspectrawillbe takenintoaccount

I in a separate procedure by approximate empirical and analytical expres-sions to correct the sound pressure level and frequency for relative air-

speed and Doppler effects, i

' The predictionproceduresdevelopedhereinapplytoEBF systems i

with effective exhaust velocities of 107 to 274 meters per second (350 to

900 ft/sec), i

ANALYTICAL BASIS FOR PREDICTION METHODS

For the UTW EBF system the present state of the art is such that flap

noisepredictionscan inprinciplebe basedonanalysesanddatacorrela-

tionsusingnozzleexhaustflowparametersevaluatedeitherattheflapim-

pingementstationor atthenozzleexit.For theOTW EBF systemonly

thenozzleexitparameterapproachhasbeen sufficientlydevelopedtouse

in a prediction procedure. '_

ImpingementParameterApproach,UTW SystemsOnly _I

In order to obtain a basis for analyzing and correlating the UTW _

test data available, it is necessary to make some simplifying gener-
aUzations about the sources of the flap noise. UTW blown flap inter-

action noise typically has a radiation pattern (see figs. XII-4 and
XII-8 of ref. 14) having two rather flat peaks located in the flyover

plane between 50o and 80° to each side of the deflected exhaust flow
direction (defined approximately by the trailing flap chordline).

_5 Following the general analytical approach of Curle (ref. 42), it will
be assumed that this noi_ results from two principal components.

One is a strong quadrupole noise emah_,.ttng from the nozzle exhaust

shear layer and particularly from tht deflected and distorted exhaust

fluid flowing adjacent to the flaps (refs. 15, 43, and 44). This tur-
I
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bulent mixing noise is intensified as well as reflected by the presence

of solid surfaces in the exhaust flow. Tiffs quadrupole source has a

directivity which peaks (at least for cold exhaust flows) at an angle of

about 20 ° to 30 ° with respect to the deflected exhaust flow direction

(similar to the data of ref. 15). The other noise source is an intense

dipole noise originating at the flap surfaces (refs. 39 to 42). This

source _as a radiation pattern which peaks at approximately a 90 °

angle with respect to the deflected flap chordline direction. The

overall sound pressure level will therefore show an exhaust veloc-

ity dependence between V8 (quadrupole) and V6 (dipole), depending

on the angle a and on the magnitude of the velocity.

The dipole noise is dominant in the forward quadrant (8 = 0° to

8 = 90 °) below the wing of a blown flap system, and because of its

high intensity, usually dominates the peak flyover noise. In this

region it will be assumed (see refm 40 and 16) that the RMS acoustic

pressure, p, for the low frequency portion of the flap noise spec-

trum can be represented by

p2~ _-Pa._2_A I2"6dA (I)

where the integral is based on the radial profiles of the jet impinge-

ment velocity, Vi, and the inflow turbulence intensity, Ii, at the flap
axial station. (All symbols are defined in the appendix. ) The inte-

gral form of equation (1) results from taking into account the strong

velocity and turbulence gradients present in the jet exhaust plume

(in contrast to an airfoil immersed in a uniform flow field). Inasmuch

as flap noise spectra peak at low frequency, the overall sound pres-

sure level (CASPL) can be represented by ..quation (1)with good accu-

;_f'_#. racy. It was assumed in deriving equation (1) that the flap noise :Ls

independent of the exhvust plume temperature. The effect of temper-

ature has not been established at this time but is thought to be small

in the velocity range of interest. This assumption allows the density
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term to be taken outside the integral in equation (1).

For EBF systems having similar radial turbulence intev.sity pro-

i impingement velocity profiles at flap impingement
files and similar the

station, the integral of equation (1) can be approximated for scalingpurposes by the techrdque used in references 15 to 16 to give the sim-

plified relation

~
\Rc/ ,p

where Ai = 0r/4) 4 and Vi, p is the peak impingement velocity

i (ref. 21) obtained from the nozzle exhaust velocity profile at the flap
I station. The characteristic impingement diameter, di, is arbitrar-
{ fly taken for scaling purposes as the width of the profile at the flap

i station where the velocity is 80 percent of the peak impingement ve-

i_ locity_ Both Vi, p and di are obtained from uozzle exhaust veloc-
ity radial profiles measured without the presence of the wing and flap

i system. The velocity profiles are calculated (assuming fully ex-
i panded flow) from total pressure rake data.

! The advantages of using flap impingement parameters to corre-

' late flap noise data are "_llustrated in figures 2 and 3. Normalized

i overall sound pressure level, OASPi, - 10 log ._[(Ai/Ao)(Ro/R)2] , for
I 2-flap EBF configurations is plotted is figure 2 as a function of the

i dimensionless peak impingement velocity, Vi, p/V o, The data points(from ref. 7, 16, and 24) are for single-stream nozzles (conical,
plug, 5:1 slot, 8-tube mixer, and 7-!_be mixer), with 60 ° trailing

I flap position, directivity angles corresponding to the radial
and for

peak OASPL value. The small-scale 5:1 slot nozzle and 8-tube

t mixer configuration data are from unpublished Lewis Research Center

_ tests. The small-scale data were measured at 3.05 m (10 ft) radius,

whereas the large cold-flow model data were taken at 15.24 m (50 ft).

It should be noted that the OASP L in figure 2 is normalized using the

dimensionless impingement area, Ai/A o. Figure 2 shows that the

t
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parameters Ai and Vi, p cor_ _late the two-flap single-stream nozzle
EBF data very well. Further, the data are fitted by a 6th power of ve-

locity curve. Thus, the use of impingement parameters in the velocity

correlation gives very good agreement with the simple dipole source

model (eq. (2)). Further, EBF configurations having both high decay

(5:1 slot, 8-tube mixer, and 7-lobe mixer) and low decay (conical and

coaxial) exhaust nozzles are correlated by a single set of parameters.

The same impingement parameters are used for coaxial nozzle

configurations in figure 3 (ta_.:en from ref. 16) where the flap noise data

from turbofan engii,c tests are compared with data from cold-flow

model tests. Both models are three-flap systems. The normalized

OASPL is shown as a function of Vi, p in figure 3(a) for the angle OF
yielding the flyover-track maximum in each case. The flap noise

directivity patterns are compared at two values of peak impingement

velocity in figure 3(b). Figure 3 again shows that good data correla-

tions can be achieved in terms of flap impingement parameters.

In spite of the good correlations shown in figures 2 and 3, the use

of flap impingement parameters Ai and Vi, p to correlate flap noise
data is not completely free of problems nor is it a fully developed con-

cept. Detailed exhaust velocity profile data nr complete correlations

which give both Vi, p and di are not always available for making com-
parisons and/or predictions of flap noise. This is particularly true in

design or parametric studies involving "paper" engines. In addition,

the role of inflow turbulence intensity (eq. (1)) needs further study.

Two-stream coaxial nozzles and single-stream nozzles tend to have

dissimilar radial turbulence intensity profiles at the flap station. It

was sbown in reference 16 that a third exhaust-flow impingement pa-

rameter related to turbulence intensity (or turbulent mixing) was re-

quired to correlate data f_om cold-flow single-stream nozzle EBF con-

._(_. figurations with data from cold-flow model configurations having two-

stream coaxial nozzles. Further, the use of d1 for the length scale in
the Strouhal relation when correlating flap noise spectra (ref. 16) re-

quires further study and verification. Thus, in view of the current in-

complete state of development of the impingement parameter approach,

m m
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it is often necessary to compare data and/or make predictions using
t

nozzle exit exhaust velocity and exit area as parameters. ,_

Nozzle Exit )arameter Approach !

UTW EBF systems. - For configurations having exhaust nozzles
with low vetocity decay (nonmixer type) or nozzles with similar de-

cay characteristics, flap noise data can be compared by using an ef-

fective nozzle exhaust velocity, VE, and total exhaus, _ _zzle area,

AT . The effective exhaust velocity is obtained by evaluating the ve-
locity profile integral of equation (1) at the nozzle exhaust exit planes

(instead of at the flap station). This approach amounts to the approx-
imation that

ATv6-_A_v6,p (3)
or in terms of RMS acoustic pressure

I"

where, for a two-stream nozzle

i I_v_+AFv

!"i, v_.= _£ / (5) i! For single conical (round convergent) nozzles, VE = V N where

VN is the nozzle exhaust velocity, and AT simply becomes, AN, |

_I the nozzle exit a,:_a. Equation (5)was used in the simplified flap
noise prediction r,:.:thod of reference 18. The use of equations (4)

and (5) assumes that the velocity decay and spreading ch_tracteris-

tics of the EBF system which are being correlated are comparable

and that the differences that do exist will have only a secondary

effect on the flap noise.

• ,
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Examples of flap noise data correlated in terms of nozzle exit

parameters are shown in figures 4 to 6. Data for four 2-flap con-
figurations plus a swept-wing 2-flap _onfiguration are shown in

figure 4 (adapted from ref. 16). Normalized overall sound pressure

levels measured at the angle corresponding to tbe radial peak value
for each configuration are plotted against normalized effective noz-

zle exhaust velocity. These OASPL data are for the angles corre-
sponding to the ,-adial peak in each case, where the dipole noise

component of the flap noise should be strongest. The data corre-

lation in terms of AT and VE is good. However, even at these
angles where the dipole noise should be dominant, the OASPL

varies with the 6.7 power instead of the theoretical 6th power of

the effective nozzle exhaust velocity. This exponent of 6.7 was
also noted in reference 16.

Turbofan engine and cold-flow model coaxial-nozzle EBF test

results for landing flap angle s _ttings are shown in figure 5 (adapted

from ref. 16). The normalized OASPL is plotted against VE/V o
for the angles corresponding to the flyover maximum. With the ex-

ception of the data point for the lowest-velocity (low fan speed) en-

gine test, the data are also correlated by about the 6.7 power of
effective nozzle exhaust velocity.

Flap noise spectra for the cold-flow coaxial-nozzle model and

turbofan engine tests were also compared in reference 16 and are

reproduced in figure 6. Normalized SPL spectral density (SPL -

OASPL + 10 log VE/D T - 10 log Af) curves derived from one-third
octave SPL data for the angle yielding the flyover maximum in each

test are plotted against a Strouhal number (f DT/VR) based on noz-
zle exit parameters. The engine data are for a 55v trailing flap

Pt"

angle position, and the cold-flow 3-flap coaxial-nozzle model data

_ are for a 60° position. The engine data are for a 8F of 80° and

the cold-flow model data are for a e F c 0°. Both sets of one-
third octave SPL data were corrected for ground effects. Figure 6
shows that the spectral shapes are very similar and that the spoctra

1975022103-012
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for the coaxial nozzle EBF configurations can be correlated in terms of

exit parameters.

O'IW EBF s_ stems. - Noise levels for OTW EBF _ystems are

strongl) _nfluznced by shielding. Although considerable noise may be
generated by the deflector (used to spread the flow and promote attach-

ment of the flow to the upper wing and flap surface), this added noise

may have only a minor effect on noise levels below the wing. Noise
source levels (wi_out shielding effects) caP.be compared on the basis of

power spectra (PWL), so that energy radiated above the wing as well as

below the wing is included in the spectra.

Typical sound power level spectra for models of two types of
OTW EBF systems are shown in figure 7. Spectra for the conical

nozzle with deflector configuration are shown in figure 7(a). Fig-

ure 7(b) shows spectra for a configur_tion having _t 10:1 slot nozzle

, canted towards the wing to promote attachment. For both OTW con-
figurations there is a large increase in low frequency noise com-

pared to the nozzle alone. This low frequency noise is thought to

be primarily caused by trailing-edge-dipole noise (ref. 40) although
the exact nature of this source is not known at this "ime. When the

flow deflector is used (fig. 7(a)) to promote flow attachment there is
a large increase in the noise generated at middle and high frequencies.

Typical SPL spectra below the aircraft (f_ 8) show that the wing

shields much of the high frequency noise generated by the deflector.

Because of this wing shielding it was shown in reference 30 that the b

spectral shape for angles below the aircraft is l_ss sensitive to the

type of nozzle system employed than would be suggested by the power

spectra of figure 7. However, this is not the case at the wing-tip
sideline position where the wing cannot shield the middle and high

frequency noise from the observer. Thus, the nozzle configuration,

including any flow attachment devices, must be specified.
For the OTW prediction procedure of this report the reference

configuration has a conical nozzle with deflector. Inasmuch as de-

flector noise h,'ts many stmiliarities wtt:_ "TTWflap noise, it will De
assumed that both the low frequency trailing edge noise and the de-

t.
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flector noise can be represented by dipole noise fields with a 6th power

of velocity dependence. Further, inasmuch as d_e nozzle is generally

in close proximity to the deflector and wing, it will be assumed that ex-

haust velocity decay does not play an important role. Under these con-

ditions one woul:' expect that the OASPL for observer angle_ below the

wing would vary as the 6th power of exhaust nozzle exit velocity. This

was shown to be true in reference 32. Figure 9 (adapted from ref. 32)

shows the variation of OASP L with exhaust velocity measured at

OF : 90 ° for a large cold-flow OTW EBF model. The 6th power of
: velocity curves indicated in the figure fit the data quite well.

J Based on the preceding assumptions, the RMS acoustic pressure,

p, for OTW flap noise can be represented by the relation

\RCd

where AN and VN are the nozzle exit area and exhaust velocity, For i.
OTW fan-jet engines the t_vo exhaust systems are normally mixed with

an internal mixer so that VN must be replaced with an effective mixed

velocity VE, and AN is the mixed-exl_mst exit area AT.

FLAP NOISE PREDICTION METHODS

Several flap noise prediction methods are currently available in

the open literature. Two of the more complete methods which have

been programmed for computers are given in references 37 and 38.

In reference 37 both hand calculation procedures and computer

programs for predicting EBF noise are given for UTW and OTW con-

figurations. Both prediction methods are based on the nozzle exit

'_ parameter approach and are for stationary aircraft. The procedures

start with the calculation of Total Power Level (PWL T) from the
specified nozzle exhaust velocity and nozzle exit area. The use of

PWL T as the starting reference noise level offers the advantage that
re 'httively simple theoretical expressions can be employed for the

1975022103-014
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various flap noise sources (e. g. scrubbing noise). However, PWLT
is very difficult to measure experimentally because of the strong

three-dimensional nature of the flap noise field. Further, for the

OTW system the largest contribution to the total power level comes

from the region above the wing (especially if a flow deflector is used)
whereas the region of interest is below the wing.

The method of reference 38 uses a partial-impingement-parameter

approach to predict UTW flap noise. Flap impingement velocity is
used as the velocity parameter. However, the scale parameter em-

ployed is nozzle exit area. Overali sound pressure level (OASPL) at

i one meter is calculated from these parameters and is used as the
starting point in determining the flap noise levels. Flight effects are
included as an intrinsic part of the prediction procedure. An assumed

correction factor for jet temperature is also included. The prediction

procedure is based on the small-scale conical-nozzle EBF model
acoustic data of reference 7. For the reference configuration the flap

impingement (dipole) noise is assumed to dominate over the mixing-

noise of the deflected jet. Strictly speaking, the flap noise prediction

method given in reference 38 do_s not apply to EBF systems having

separate-flow coaxial nozzles as the acoustic and exhaust velocity de-

cay relatiov.s given are based on single-stream conical nozzle data.

Further, although impingement velocity is used as a parameter, the

l predictiol_ procedure in its present form does not apply to EBF sys-
tems having z,_L_er-decayer nozzles. The nozzles have a high rate of _b

exhaust velocity decay accompanied by a considerable amount of jet

spreading and in addition may have complex multi-peaked radial ve-

locity profiles at the flap station (e.g., ref. 21).
A simplified flap noi._e prediction method for particular UTW and :_

OTW EBF powered lift 3ystems assumed to have high-bypass ratio

engines in the 25 000-1b thrust class is presented in reference 18.
_/_. Data from the tests reported in references 6, 12, and 32 were used !

for the data base. Spectral data were smoothed to remove cancella-
tions and reinforcements due to ground reflections. However, the

data used were not corrected to free field conditions. Nozzle exit

1
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parameters were used to correlate the data. The starting point in
the procedure is the calculation of the reference OASPL (at distance

R and 8F = 90°) from the nozzle exit parameters. Aircraft motion
is not taken into account. The flap noise prediction method of ref-

erence 18 has limited application since the spectra given apply di-
rectly only to a particular size EBF system.

RECOMMENDED INTERIM PREDICTION PROCEDURE

Approach

The recommended interim prediction procedure for flap noise

will be based on the nozzle exit parameter approach of reference 18

for both the UTW and OTW EBF systems. As in reference 18 the

flap noise levels will be based on data correlations of the overall

sound pressure level in a selected reference direction in terms of
nozzle exit flow parameters. In contrast to reference 18, however,
both the OASP L and the normalized spectra will be corrected to

free field conditions. In addition, a larger data base (including the
results of ref. 16) will be employed.

The recommen_ied interim prediction procedure will be for

stationary aircraft. Aircraft motion effects on the predicted static

flap noise field are treated in a separate section of this report. The

procedure for predicting aircraft motion effects has been separated _t
from the static prediction procedure because of the greater degree of

¢J,

uncertainty in this area. This allows the user the option of either in-

cluding or omitting flight effects and also permits separate updating
and improvements of each section in the future.

Because the procedure is based or nozzle exit parameters the

interim prediction method will apply directly only to EBF systems

_ having conventional low decay exhaust nozzles.
Reference UTW and OTW configurations. - The curves and

equations to be presented in the flap noise prediction procedure

are b&red on data for specific UTW and OTW configurations. These

configurations were the baseline configurations in NASA-Lewis test

m
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programs and are shown in figure 10 and 11. The cold-flow UTW and

OTW test configurations were roughly one-half scale models of the
|

corresponding turbofan engine test c,onfigurations. The baseline UTW

configurations are shown in figure 10 and the corresponding OTW test
configurations are shown in figure 11. The predictions made herein i

are valid for these specific configurations. The sensitivity to certain

changes in nozzle and flap geometry is discussed as part of the pro-
cedure.

Region of application. - As was stated earlier, UTW flap noise is
typically dipole-noise-dominated at right angles to the deflected flow

direcUon, and tends to be quadrupole-noise-domiaated in the region
near the deflected flow direction. The noise level and spectrum pre-

dictions of this method are at present developed principally for the

dipole-dominated region (0° <- e F -< 150° - _). When an analysis of
the data for the quadrupole-domir_ted region becomes available,
this region can then be treated as a separate and distinct noise source

(similar to the approachused _n reference 37) with its own level, di-

rectivity, and spectrum predictions. Total flap noise will be the sum

of the noise from the dipole and quadrupole sources. Until this has

been accomplished, predictions for the quadrupole-dominated region

(150° - _ _ 8F -< 180°) will be approximated as an extension of the
dipole-dominated region. The OASPL predicted for the dipole sources

t

i will be applied to this quadrupole-dominated region, modified by the

the measured values of directivity. Spectra for the quadrupole- _lb
dominated region will be approximated at present by the spectra de-

veloped for the dipole-dominated region.

Coordinate system. - The position of any observer, point 0 of
figure 1, is described by the coordinates R, 8, and _ in a refer-

ence coordinate system moving with the aircraft. The polar angle

8 is the angle between the engine inlet axis and the position vector

R of the observer. The azimuthal angle ¢_ lies in a plane perpen-

dicular to the engine axis. A large fraction of the available flap

noise data have been measured in thv flyover plane (_ = 0) shown in
figure 1. Most of the remaining data were measured in, or close to,

, i
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the plane perpendicular to the engine axis (e = 90°) in order to obtain

directivity as a function of the angle 9. Data correlations are there-

fore available in terms of the angles e F and 9. The angle 0F is
the projection of the angle 8 onto the flyover plane. The projected

angle 8F is related to the reference coordinate system by

tan 8F = tan 0 cos _ (7)

At _ = 90°, e F is indeterminate, So that this relation is restricted
to _ < 90 ° (i. e., the aircraft must be in the air). At q - 90° (air-
craft on the runway) the noise estimates will have to be made from

directivity data for this plane.

Prediction method. - The procedure for calculating the spectrum

for a stationary aircraft at any point 0 of figure 1 as developed herein
contains a number of steps. The method chosen starts with the calcu-

lation of the free-field flap noise OASPL in one direction (the refer-

ence direction) by equations involving the distance from the aircraft,

the flap angle, the nozzle area, and the effective exhaust velocity.

Curves of the three-dimensional OASPL directionality are then pre-
sented so that adjustment can be made to the reference OASPL to
obtain OASPL levels in other directions below the aircraft.

In the final step of the development, curves are presented for

one-third octave SPL spectra which are normalized with respect to

OASPL. The normalized spectra relate the SPL spectrum band
levels to a Strouhal number based on exhaust nozzle diameter and

exhaust velocity.

Co___rrelationparameters. - The overall sound pressure level in

the reference direction, OASPLRE F is calculated from flap noise
data correlated in terms of exhaust nozzle exit parameters. These

parameters are the total nozzle exit are, AT, and the effective ex-

/'_. haust velocity, VE.
For coaxial flow nozzles with low velocity decay rates and hav-

ing essentially unmixed flows at the exit, the effective exhaust ve-

locity is expressed by the. noise-weighted average given in equa-

tion (5) and repeated here.
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vEcv6.AFVF!j6- (5)
AT

The subscripts F and C refer to the fan and core flows, respectively,
and the component velocities are the ideal fully expanded velocities at

each nozzle exit. The total exhaust area AT is defined by AT = AC+/. F"
In the case of an internal mixer-type nozzle a mass-average velocity

is used for the effective velocity defined by

BPR. V F + VC (8)
VE = BPR + 1

where BPR is the mass-flow bypass ratio.
For the correlations used in this report, the range of effective ex-

haust velocities was between 107 and 274 r,leters per second (350 and
900 ft/sec).

Data sources. - The curves and equations used in this flap noise

prediction procedure are based primarily on data from two sources:

TF34 turbofan engine tests conducted by the General Electric Co. under
a NASA-Lewis contract (refs. 12 and 13); and large cold-flow model tests
at the Lewis Research Center (refs. 6, 16, 30, and 32). Both tests were

conducted using under-the-wing (UTW) and over-the-wing (OTW) conftgu-

urations. Small-scale (2-in. nozzle diam. ) cold flow UTW test data re-

ported in references 7 and 8 along with recent three-flap small-model

test data taken at Lewis Research Center and at Lockheed-Georgia

Company (N.A,S.&Contract N&$3-16831) were used as a guide in establish-

ing three dimensional directivtty relationships and to help in interpreting

/_ the large model and engine test results.

(6)). These quantities in turn are dependent on the ambient temperature

and pressure at the time of the sound measurements. The data used for

the correlations of this report were therefore normalized to standard day

noise source conditions. It should be pointed out that the standard day I
I
=, t
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normalization procedure was applied to data already corrected to "loss-

less" by the customary atmospheric attenuation correction procedure. In
terms of OASPL the data were converted to standard day conditions by the

following relation

T 3

OASPLsTD = OASPLa + 10 logiC- __a ._ (PsTD_2_ (9)
L\TsTD/ _ _aa"/ .J

where Ta and Pa are the ambient temperature and pressure on the day
of the test.

The standard day correction was usually less than ±0.6 dB and did not

exceed ±1.0 dB. However, it was found that this correction reduced data
scatter.

Under-the-Wing Configurations

Reference OASPL. - The reference direction chosen is _0 = 0,

9 = 0F = 90° in figure 1 for the determination of the reference overall

sound pressure level, OASPLRE F. Overall sound pressure levels in the
region of interest have a 6.7-power dependence on nozzle exhaust velocity
and a first-power dependence on nozzle area, as shown in figure 5 and in

reference 16. Values of OASPLRE F presented have al! atmospheric at-
tenuation removed (i. e., lossless) and have been corrected for ground ef-

fects to give free field values.

For a point at distance R from the flap system, OASPLRE F is given
for the UTW configuration by the equation

OASPLREF = K + 10 log_AT_(R°_27 + 67 log(VE_ (10)
L\Ao/\ RJ J \%/

'_.
where OASPLRE F is the overall sound pressure level in the geometric
reference direction (e F = 90°, _ = 0°) at the same distance R. The refer-

ence quantities Ao, Ro, and Vo are given in the List of Symbols. The
parameter K is equal to the overall sound pressure level at the reference
conditions.
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Although the parameter K (eq. (10)) varies with the flap angle and

nozzle position and size with respect to the wing and flaps, for the geom-

etries of figure 10 only the flap angle dependence need be considered. In

figure 12 values of K are shown at several flap angles 1# for the UTW

' configurations shown in figure 10. The K values can be approximated

(to within ±1.5 dB) by

K= 83.6+ 0.14_ (II)

where _ is the angle in degrees between the trailing flap and the mean

chord line of the wing. This relation is similar to that in reference 18.

, Directivity. - The directivity of the UTW flap noise is treated as the

sum of two compone,:_s: (1) the flyover plane (¢ = 0) directivity,

' (A F) , showninfigurel3, where0 ¢=0

(A F) = OASPL0 F, _=0 " OASPLREF (12), O _=0

and (2)theazimuthaldirectivity, OF where

0F OASPL@, OF - OASPL@=0, OF (13)

The __(A¢)OFare given by a simple curve fit

b
(_¢) =/3(cos - 1) (14)

¢
OF

The parameter _ is a function of 0F and the flap angle, _. Values of
i /3 are given in figure 14.

From the curves of figures 13 and 14 and equation (14), OASPL can

be predicted for directions other than the reference direction by the

. equation

(,I¢-0
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The ASF curves shown are composites of several sets of data and
represent, in the opinion of the authors, the best averages of the data

available at this stage with flap noise experiments. The A_ values are
based primarily on small-sc_le data trends, with the magnitudes adjusted

to be consistent with large-model results. These A_ values must there-
fore be considered very tentative.

In general, the most directivity effect in both _F and _ directions
occurs with flaps at the high angJe (_) settings. Jet noise apparently be-

gins to contribute to the 8F directivity at the higher jet velocities (i. e.,
above 260 m/sec (850 ft/sec)), causing the noise to shift somewhat from

the forward to rear quadrants in _F" This effect appears as scatter in

the original &_F data and is omitted in these recommended curves.

As indicated earlier, the A_F curves are extrapolated into the re-
gion dominated by quadrupole noise from the deflected jet. These extrap-

olations are average values over a range of velocities (107 to 274 m/sec).
Under most conditions, the inaccuracy caused by these approximations

when calculating flyover or side,ine noise levels will not be serious.
Normalized spectra. - Normalized a_d lossless free field one-third

octave spectra (SPL-OASPL) are given as a function of Strouhal number

in figure 15 for the UTW configurations of figures 10(a) and (b). The

Strouhal number is based on the effective exhaust velocity, VE, and the

equivalent diameter of the nozzle, DT, calculated from the total exit area

AT. Figure 15(a) gives the spectral shapes in the flyover plane (_ = 0)
for trailing flap angles (_) of 20°, 40°, and 60°. The three spectra are

based on data measured at the angle yielding the flyover maximum OASPL

in each case. However, the shap_.s of the spectra are quite insensitive to

8F, so these normalized spectra will be used at all _F angles in the fly-
over plane, even though they apply strictly only for the region in which

_. dipole flap noise is dominant (0° - e F _ 150° - _). For trailing flap
angles between those shown in figure 15(a), linear interpolation should be

used to determine the spectrum shape.

The normalized spectrum at the wing-tip sideline _ositton (8 = 90°,
= 90°) is shown in figure 15(b). This spectrum shape is recommended

at @ = 90° for all flap deflection angles, _, and for all polar angles, 0.
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For azimuthal angles between _ = 0 (fig. 15(a)) and _0 = 900 (fig. 15(b))

a linear interpolation of the spectral shape is recommended.

The normalized, lossless one-third octave sound pressure level spec-

tra of figure 15 can be represented in functional form to facilitate computer

calculation by methods detailed in reference 19

Sensitivity to variations to the reference configuration. - If the nozzle

relative position and diameter are significantly different from the refer-

ence geometries of figures 10(a) and (b) the K values of equations (10)

and (11) should be modified. An indication of the sensitivity of K to these

differences can be drawn from the tests of references 5 to 14. Generally,

noise levels (and K) decrease slowly for nozzle relative displacement in

the forward direction (_ = 0°). For example, advancing the turbofr.n engine

of reference 13 in the direction _ : 00 by a distance of two-thirds of an

equivalent nozzle diameter resulted in 0.9 dB decrease in K. However,

limited data at LeRC indicate that when the distance from the nozzle to the

i flap impingement point is decreased substantially (i. e., to less than

! 3 diam), the noise level produced may be reduced by several decibels;

i this effect is probably due to reduction in the size of the highly turbulent
region of mixing that strikes the flap surface. Lowering the turbofan en-

gine in the dire_ion 8 F = 90 ° by 0.24 diameter decreased K by 2 dB.
In the cold-flow model tests of reference 16 lowering the conical exhaust

nozzle by 0.77 diameter caused a 2-dB decrease at high flap deflection

(60 ° trailing flap). At low flap deflection (20 o trailing flap) lowering the

nozzle the same amount caused an 8 to 10 dB decrease in noise because _
more than half of the high velocity region of the jet exhaust did not impinge

on the flap system. Thus, lowering the engine causes a modest decrease

noise (1_ to 2 dB) until the high velocity portion of the jet exhaust beginsin

to miss the flap system. At thin point there is a substantial decrease in

noise (ref. 16).

,_. Conversely, in tests run with the exhaust nozzle in the normal position
but with the flaps highly extended even at low flap angles (ref. 16), it was

found that K was relatively insensitive to variation in flap angle. In this

case the area on the flaps impinged by the high velocity exhaust did not de-

crease significantly as the flap setting angle was decreased from large
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angles. Hence, the noise level (and K) was relatively insensitive to _,

decreasing only 0.4 dB as _ decreased from 60° to 20°. The following
relation for K was found to hold:

K = 91.4 + 0.01 _ (16)

Note that when _ = 60° equation (16) gives the same value of K as equa-
tic,l (11).

i The parameter K is not very sensitive to changes in the nozzle size
relative to the flap size for moderate departures from the reference con-
figuration. For large increase in nozzle size reference 14 indicates that

with constant wing and flap size, the OASPL is approximately proportional

to 10 _'-_gD rather than 10 log AT.
The trends with the geometry changes discussed in this section are

based on meager data; therefore a generalized method of oi_mining cor-
rection factors will not be proposed. Where possible, specific correction
factors should be obtained from scale model test data.

Over_.the-WingConfiguration

As was thecaseforUTW configurations,thepredictionsforOTW

configurationsapplytothespecificconfigurationsshown infigure11,

whichwere thebaselineconfigurationsusedinthetestprograms.

ReferenceOASPL. - The referencedirectionistakentobe thesame

as fortheUTW configuration(_= 0, _ = 8F = 90° infig.I). Overallsound

pressure(OASPLRE F) show a sixth-powerdependenceon nozzleexhaust
velocityanda first-powerdependenceon nozzleexitarea as inrefer-

ence 32. Th? free-fieldlosslessOASPLRE F fora pointatdistanceR

from theflapsystemisgi_,enby

A,I,
_.L OASPLRE F = K + 10 log + 60 log (17)

The values of K obtained from experimental data for OTW configura-

tions (refs. 30 and 32) are shown in figure 16 to be approximated within

el dB by
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K= 85.1+0.01_ (18)

for flap angles, _, between 20° and 60°.

Directivity.- The OTW directivityforOASPL inthe _F and _p i

planes is given in figure 17. Three-dimensional directivlty data for the 'i

OTW configuration is even more sparse than for the UTW configuratio.l, i

Flyover 0 and azimuthal (A_p)directivity factors are defined the same }

as for UTW, but A data exists only for _F angles near 90°. Until !,
more data becomes available, the azimuthal variation A with _ is as-

sumed to be the same for all- _F as at 8F = 90°. The equation for

OASPL_, _o is

= (A F) + (A_IOF=90o (19)OASPLsF, ¢ OASPLREF + 8 ¢=0

In this azimuthal directivity, a minimum occurs in A_o between low
angles, where low frequency trailing edge noise predominates, and

= 90°, where the high frequencies above the wing are only partly shielded.

The only data available for the A_o factor were at a 20° flap angle for the
large model tests of reference 32, and 40° flap angle for the turbofan en-

gine tests of reference 32; the curve shown represents an average of these
test results. There is considerable s_.,read between the data from the turbo- !

fantestsand largemodeltests,whichmay be a resultofaddedshielding

providedby therelativelylongerspanofwing used inthelargemodel tests.
IntheOTW testswiththelargemodel, theratioofwing span (fromnozzle b

centerline)tonozzlediameterwas 8.3;intheturbofanteststheratiowas

only3.I.

As withtheUTW directivitycurves,theOTW curvesfor ASF are
extrapolatedintothequadrupolenoiseregionas an interimmeans ofpre-

/_. dicting noise for angles near the direction of the trailing flap. Also, as in
the u'rw case, the 8F directivity in the flyover plane shifts more toward
the rear quadrant wi_ increasing exhaust velocity, but this effect is again

neglected in the recommended curves.

Normalized spectra. - Normalized and lossless free-field one-third

octave spectra (SPL-OASPL) are given in figure 18 as a function of i
!
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Strouhal number for the OTW configuration. Figure 18(a) gives the spec-
tral shapes in the flyover plane (9 = 0°) for trailing flap angles of 20° and
60° . The spectra are based on data measured at the angle yielding the fly-

over rnP_ximum OASPL in each case. The normalized spectra will be used

to represent the spectral shape at all 8F angles in the flyover plane, al-
though as with the UTW _pectra, they apply strictly only for the dipole-

dominated region (i. e., 0° -< 0F -< 150o - _). For flap angles, _, between
20° and 60° linear interpolation should be used to determine the spectral

shape.

The normalized spectrum at the wing-tip sideline position (0 = 90°,

_0 = 90°) is shown in figure 18(b). When _p = 90° this spectrum shape is
used ior all flap deflection angles, _, and for all polar angles e.

It is recommended that the flyover spectrum shapes of figure 18(a) be

used for _ an_les between 0° and 65°. Linearly interpolated shapes
should be used from _ = 65° to 90°.

Sensitivity to variation in configuration. - As discus.,'ed earlier in
this report (and in ref. 30) the flap noise spectra below the wing are only
moderately sensitive to configuration changes because of the strong effects

of wing shielding. However, at the wing-tip sideline station the effects of
shielding are negligible so that the nozzle shape and/or type of attachment

device used can have a major effect on the spectral shape. Thus, if the

prediction procedure of this report is applied to an OTW configuration

having a nozzle geometry which is significantly different from the refer-
ence configuration, the results would be expected to apply reasonably well
below the aircraft but would be increasingly in error at large azimuthal

angles, cp.

Experimex,ts have shown (e. g., refs. 14 rnd 30) that a more important
variable is the ratio of shielding length to nozzle diameter (or slot height

for a rectangular nozzle). For example, recent OTW tests at the Lewis

_. Research Center have shown that a reduction in the shielding length (dis-
tance from the nozzle exit plane to the flap trailing edge) of the reference
configuration (fig. ll(b)) by about one-third caused approximately a 5-riB

increase in the flap noise level. This is consistent with the small scale
results discussed in references 14 and 30.
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Calculation Procedure

The relations for OASPLRE_, directivity cum,_s, apd recommended
normalized spectrum shapes can be used to construct 1/3-octave SPL

spectra for flap noise at an observer poivt located at distance R in a di-

rection defined by 8 and _ for a given EBF system.

The geometrical relationships bet'wee _n observer position on the
ground and the aircraft position and attitude at some instant in time must

first be solved to determine the observer position in R, _, and _ with

respect to the aircraft as defined in 2igure 1. From the engine size and
type, the proper values of areas and velocities must be chosen t.o calculate

an effective velocity, total exit area, and equivalent =liameter of the nozzle.

i For an UTW or OTW configuration, K is then calculated for the correc_flap angle from equation (11) or (18), and OASPLRE F is calculated by

i equation (10) or (17) for the distance R. The approp_ iate directivity fac-

tors in A0F and Aq_ are applied as in equation (15) or (19) to find the
OASPL at the observer location (R, 0, _). Next, the appropriate normal-

ized spectrum, with interpolation as directed, is selected for the observer
angular coordinates 8 and _0. The Strouhal number for each 1/3-octave

band center-frequency is then calculated using the effective exhaust velocity

and nozzle equivalent diameter. For each 1/3-octave band center frequency

the SPL is then determined from the selected normalized spectrum by using
the corresponding Strouhal number and the OASPL at the observer location.

This procedure yields the free-field, losslesJ 1/3-octave SPL spectrum

for the flap noise component at the observer location when the aircraft _.s
at the specified location.

Various corrections must be made to this spectrum. These include

the effects of multiple engines, atmospheric attenuation for the distance R,
fuselage or engine _ ,ielding, and extra ground attenuation. Corrections for

_ small variations from the reference nozzle-wing-flap geometry may also be
made, if data are available. Finally, the spectra need to be corrected for

the aircr_t motion effects discussed in the next sect_._u. :,
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Estimates of Accuracy of Prediction Procedure

As pointed out in reference 38 it is "extremely difficult to assess the

accuracy of noise prediction procc_ures. '_ In tl_is case, it is even dlffi-
!

cult to specify the scatter of the data used in the correlations. This diffi-

culty occurs for two reasons. First, the flap noise correlations are

based on the results of numerous cold-flow and engine EBF tests which

had varying degrees of data scatter depending on the configuration, test

site, and method of reducing the data. Second, in correcting the data for

ground effects, small but unknown errors in level were introduced wkile

at the same time reducing the scatter in the original uncorrected data.

For these reasons only very rough estimates of the precision of the

static flap noise prediction procedures can be made by the authors. It is

considered that for both the UTW and OTW reference configurations the

calculated OASPL levels in the flyover plane (except in the region within

• 15° of the deflected exhaust direction) and in the wig.g-tip sideline direc-

tion (e = 90°, _ = 90°) will be accurate to within +2 dB and SPL spectra

• should be accurate to within _3.5 dB. Perceived noise level predictions

are expected to be accurate to +3 PNdB in the flyover plane and in the

wing-tip sideline direction. The accuracy of these quantities when calcu-

lated for observer points at other azimuthal angles (_ > 0) is considered

to be less. However, because of the complex three-dimensional acoustic

field it is not possible at this time to give meaningful estimates of the

precision of the predicted quantities.

PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT MOTION EFFECTS ON FLAP NOSY.

The 1/3-octave spectra obtained from the interim flap noise predic-

tion procedure is for an aircraft which is stationary with respect to the

observer. To complete the prediction procedure it is necessary to take

_, into account forward velocity effects. No _light data for EBF aircraft

were available to the authors, so that a prediction procedure for the effect

of aircraft motion must necessarily rely on unverified analytical assump-

tions plus very limited data on relat!ve airspeed effects from free jet

(refs. 29, 53, 54, and 55)and wind tunnel data (refs. 10, 33, 5", and 52).
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For these reasons, this part of the prediction procedure has been sepa-

rated from the preceding sections. This permits the user the option of

restricting his predictions to stationary aircraft or including an estimate

of flight effects. Further, the separation of the procedures permits inde-

pendent revision of either procedure.

I:_order to establish a preliminary procedure for predicting aircraft

motion effects it will be assumed (as in refs. 54 and 55) that two indepen-

dent processes are occurring which affect the flap noise.

(1) The effect of the relative motion of the dipole noise source with
respecttotheobserver(dynamicamplificationandDopplerfrequency

shift).

(2)Relativeairspeedeffectson theintensityofthedipolenoisesource.

l The first effect can be estimated by assuming a dipole source is
moving with respect to the observer at point O in figure 1. The dipole is

movingthroughtheatmosphereinthe 8 = 0° directionattheaircraftve-

locityVA, assumingthattheengineangleofattackiszero. The convec-
tive(ordynamic)amplification(seerels.56 and 57)causedby therelative

t

motionofthesourcewithrespecttotheobserverO atangle 8 (fig.1)

t can be represented by

A(OASPL) = -I0 c_D log -- cos (20)
Ca

!

t
where 3 -<c_D -<4. For a dipolesourceconcentratedata point,@D = 4.
The Dopplerfrequencyshiftis

fC
fFV = (21)

VAi ---cos 8

Ca

The relative airspeed effect on the source intensity can be obtained

from data correlations based on recent unpublished Lewis Research Center
acov.stJc tests with small UTW and OTW models immersed in a 13-inch

diameter free-jet (described in refs. 29, 53, and 54) to simulate relative
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airspeed effects. The test data in the flyover plane can be approximated

by the following relation for typical take-off or landing velocities:

A(OASPL)= 101og_ VE / (22)

where VE is the nozzle effective exhaust velocity. The empirical expo-
nent k is a function of trailing flap angle ¢ and observer angle e; ex-
perimental values for the UTW case are given in figure 19 as a function

of 8F in tY,e flyover plane. To use equation (22) in regions other than
the flyover plane it must be assumed (because of lack of data) that k is

independent of _, so that at any _, k(e) = k(eF). For the OTW case the
airspeed effect was found to be negligible so that k = 0 is used. No sys-

tematic effect on frequency was observed for either the UTW or OTW

models. Figure 19 shows that for the UTW case with a 60° trailing edge

angle the exponent k is 1.0 for angles between 0° and 70°, which is the

region in which the dipole noise is maximum. At larger angles between
8 = 80° and 120° the value of k increases rapidty because an increasing

amount of quadrupole noise contaminates the dipole noise spectra.

The two processes can be combined into a sing!e expression to repre-
sent the total aircraft motion effect on flap noise as follows

= - _ cos + 10 k log (23)
OASPLFv OASPL e - 40 log Ca

where c_D in equation (20) is arbitrarily assumed to be 4 (for a point
source) and

fFV = (21)
V A_. 1 - m cos 8

Ca

i
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RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

The interim flap noise prediction procedures proposed herein for UTW

and OTW EBF configurations have several serious shortcomings. First,

! the procedure is based primarily on correlations for the dipole-dominated

i region of the noise field. For angles close to the flap exhaust direction,0 = 180 ° - (_ + 30°), the intensified quadrupole noise emanating from the

t exhaust flowing adjacent to the flap system may dominate the spectra.

[ This region usually shows a higher-order dependence on the exhaust veloc-
ity than does the dipole-dominated region. A separate prediction method

t
needs to be developed for the quadrupole noise, so that it can be treated as

f

a separate noise source distinct from the dipole source. The ultimate im-

,_ provement would be to develop verified prediction methods for each of the

! important noise sources contributing to the flap noise field (similar to the

I general approach used iv ,-_f. 37). The flap noise would then consist of

! the sum of these sources.

! A second limitation is that the spectral shape presented herein does

I not vary continuously with 0 and _. In the flyover plane, for example,
L

a single spectral shape is used for all 0F. Thus, empirical equations are
needed to more completely define the spectral shape and OASPL directivity

as a function of 0 and _, or alternately, completely 1/3-octave-band SPL

directivities must be specified in terms of 0 and _. To do this, much

more complete three-dimensional flap noise experimental data (corrected

to free field) are needed than are presently available to the authors.
These improvements are particularly important for sideline noise predic-

tions and footprint calculations.

A third and major weakness is in the prediction of flight effects on

flap noise. In this area additional wind tunnel and free-jet experiments

_tre needed along with tests to simulate the effects of source motion with

_(_. respect to the observer. Ultimately, flight tests will have to be conducted
with EBF aircraft (or simulated EBF aircraft).

A fourth weakness (which is major for the OTW case) is the lack of a

definite method of predicting the effect of EBF configuration changes on

the noise levels. Additional flap noise data are urgently needed for OTW
i

.1
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EBF configurations differing from the reference configuration of this re-

port. Further, the noise scaling laws for OTW configurations need addi-

tional study and verification. For the UTW configuration, systematic

studies of the effect on the flap noise field caused by varying the flap de-

flection angle and the position of the nozzle with respect to the wing-flap

system are especially needed. Further, acoustic data on UTW EBF sys-

tems differing substantially from the reference configuration are needed

to evaluat_ the sensitivity to major geometry changes. For example, no

data are av'dilable for EBF models having very high bypass ratio nozzles

to simulate engines with low pressure ratio fans (e. g., PR = 1.25). In

addition, flap noise data for wings and flaps having shapes which differ

considerably from the reference configuration are badly needed. The ef-

fects of surface acoustic treatment need further study and ultimately

methods must be devised to include these effects on the predicted far

field noise for a given configuration.

Finally, from a fundamental standpoint, the use of nozzle exit flow

parameters to correlate the dam ls not considered the best choice for the

UTW system. Ultimately an improved prediction procedure can be ob-

tained by using the impingement parameter approach. However, this ap-

proach requires extensive analysis of engine exhaust plume data to obtain

practical empirical equations for piedicting flap impingement velocity

radial profiles at the flap axial station. Further, a means of predicting

the turbulence intensity profiles in the engine exhaust plume at the flap

station must be developed, b

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An interim method of predicting UTW and OTW externally blown flap

noise has been presented. The procedure applies to configurations which

._ have approximate geometric similarity to the reference configurations
defined herein. The data correlations used are based primarily on Lewis

Research Center in-house cold-flow model and contract engine (TF-34)

test data.

It is intended that the proposed interim flap noise prediction procedure

be periodically reviewed, revised, and upgraded. The data base used in
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i the correlations should be expanded to include flap noise data from other

l NASA centers and from airframe and engine manufacturers.

i For the UTW prediction method it is recommended that the impinge-
i ment parameter approach be usod as soon as the necessary aerodynamic

data becomes available. The impingement parameter approach, in addi-i
tion to offering the promise of better accuracy, will permit the prediction

I flap noise for UTW EBF systems employing high decay nozzles such as
of

! multi-lobed mixer nozzles. For the OTW case no practical alternative to

i the nozzle exit paramete- approach can be suggested at this time.

Finally, i. should be pointed out that the most accurate prediction of!

i EBF noise for UTW configurations most likely can be made from an exact
model of the configuration of interest. If careful measurements are made

i of the noise field, the results can be extrapolated to full scale by scaling

! the noise levels directly with nozzle area, and the frequency inversely

i with the diameter. Analysis of _xisting UTW data has sbgwn that this

_ scaling is quite precise. This approach of noise testing an exact model

i eliminates the data scatter introduced in the correlations of the general-

ized prediction method of this report, and also accounts for any significant

configuration differences. This approach should also apply to OTW con-

figurations when the noise scaling laws have been better substantiated.

During the preparation of this report, additional information has been

published which was not used directly in the analyses of this report. For

the convenience of the reader these are listed as references 58 to 70.

D

t
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS

A area

BPR mass-flow bypass ratio

C speed of sound

D nozzle diameter

d i characteristic impingement diameter

f frequency, Hz

Af width of frequency band, Hz

I turbulence intensity

K geometry parameter (eqs. (10), (11), (16), (17), and (18))

k exponent for relative airspeed effect (eq. (22))

O observer position

OASPL overall sound pressure level, ref. 20 N/m 2

P pressure

p sound pressure

R distance to observer

SPL sound pressure level, ref. 20 N/m 2

T temperature

V jet velocity

VA airspeed ol aircraft

X, Y horizontal and vertical position of nozzle (fig. 10)

pitch axis of engine axis with respect to ground plane

_D Doppler amplification exponent (eq. (20))

coefficient in a_ directivity relation

AeF OASPL directivity with eF
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A_o OASPL directivity with _0

8 polar angle, engine inlet to observer position (fig. 1), deg

0F projection of polar angle 0 on _o = 0 plane (fig. 1), deg
p density of air

_o azimuthal angle toward sideline (fig. 1), deg

trailing flap angle (fig. 1), deg |
I

Subscripts:

a ambient

C core !

E effective

F fan (also see 0 F)

i impingement

N nozzleexit

o reference

p pe_k

REF reference value (eqs. (10) and (17))

STD standard day; 288.3 K (519 ° R); 101,035 N/m 2 (29.92 in. of Hg)

T total b

Reference quantities:

Ao 0.093 m 2 (1.0 sq ft)

Ro 30.48 m (I00 ft)

Vo 152.4 m/sec (500 ft/sec)
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